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REUNION TIME! IT'S HERE!
Hurry! Hurry! - all members of
the 50s Era - all those who came
before - all those who came after all those who wish they were - all
those who laugh at, laugh with or
remember - pony tails, "DAs."
crinolines,
capezios,
angora
sweaters and sock tops, white
bucks, saddle shoes, Robbies,
Harpers and Snake Run! It's that
time - and we're gonna bring it back
for a few days. March 16, 17, 18,
1979!
The anniversary classes (those
classes ending in 4 or 9) have all
been notified, now we want to

encourage all of those who
attended Rollins during the fifties
to come back to campus. If you've
missed your class reunion in the
past, come on back and let's all
celebrate this one. As Bob Buck,
'54, this year's Reunion chairman,
wrote in the last issue of the
Alumni Record, "The small size of
these classes and the casual Rollins
atmosphere of the period caused
most of the mid-fifties (fifties in
general) students to develop friendships that transcended the bounds
of class and club."
We are bringing back the

N.C.A.A. runner-up baseball team interesting and entertaining reof 1954 to honor them on the unions ever.
occasion of the 25th anniversary of
their outstanding season. We will
also be entertained by some of our
REMINDER: Super saver flights
illustrious Rollins muscians who are running as low as $100.00 per
were so popular here during the person, round trip from most of our
fifties.
major Eastern cities! Get1 your
reservations on a super-saver flight
Get together with your Rollins to Florida - let us know what room
friends from the fifties - call your reservations you need and we will
old roommate, sorority /fraternity take care of those for you! Call or
or club sisters and brothers, write (305) 646-2266 / Rollins
favorite professor and meet at the College Alumni Association, Box
college this Spring for what 2736 Rollins College, Winter Park,
promises to be one of the most Florida 32789.
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REFLECTIONS: Fall Term In Ireland
happy truth: the smooth, dark
Guinness beer is lip-smackingly
delicious; the Irish are a warm and
winning people, and the grass is
truly emerald green.
We learned so much in a little
time. ("Lots of ice, please," means
one lonely ice cube in a lukewarm
drink.) We found we were soon
giving helpful directions to lost and
bewildered American tourists (who
were easily recognizable, sporting
plaid pants and bright tarns in a
city of scuffed-up tweeds); we
realized sadly that poverty is a way
of life for too many people in
Rollins Coed and some "Local Color"
Ireland. We all learned to smile
Mary Duffie Seymour, currently patiently as yet another Irishman
in her junior year at Rollins, spent authoritatively
described
the
the fall term studying in Ireland at United States, his knowledge based
the Institute of Irish Studies, on "Kojak" episodes, Disney World,
Dublin, along with several other and Richard Nixon.
Rollins students. Mary shares with
Riding the bus each morning to
us in this article some of her school, we became all too familiar
experiences, and reflections on the with the proverbial Irish disregard
term.
for schedules and time-keeping.
After all, it hardly ever rained. Nonetheless, our teachers at the
The "terrible Irish weather" was Institute for Irish Studies insisted
only one of many myths and on punctuality. Fortunately, a
illusions which three months of four-day school week left us with
living in Ireland taught eleven time enough for touring the lush
Rollins students not to trust. and magnificant countryside. After
Leprechauns are a rarity; the studying Irish History, Foreign
Blarney Stone is just a slimy old Policy, Folk Lore and Economics,
rock; and where, indeed, was the the group became remarkably
pot of gold at the end of the more informed about their new
rainbow? On the other hand, many country. Living with "our" Irish
of the myths turned out to be families, was a wonderful oppor-

By Mary Seymour '80

tunity to learn first-hand about
Irish culture and traditions...and
we all found ourselves blushingly
ignorant of current affairs, so
hastened to find out exactly what
the EEC (European Economic
Council) really was.
In late September the entire
Rollins group spent a weekend on
the Aran Islands — a wild and
windswept barrens off the west
coast of Ireland. Imagine a nine-

mile-long island where only Gaelic
is spoken in the dirt-floored pub
and where natives shake their
heads in puzzlement over the word
"tree." It was like going back into
time a century - or two. We left the
island feeling considerably sobered
and amazed; Dublin suddenly
seemed very comfortable, modern
and home-like.
After mid-term exams crept up
in late October, we delighted in a
(Continued on Page 6)

Sports Hall of Fame to Induct Nine
Nine outstanding former athletes
will be honored during Reunion 79
activities. The '79 inductees are
from the sports of Football, Baseball, Basketball, Tennis, Waterskiing and Crew.
The inductees will be honored
and recognized at the Athletic
Breakfast,
Saturday
morning,
March 17th with a formal induction
being held at the Reunion Banquet
Saturday evening. Congratulations
are extended to these honored
representatives of Rollins College's
athletic programs.
Sports Hall of Fame Award

Ernest A. "Buddy" Bryson, Jr.
'47 was a member of the Rollins
football team for four years. His
college career was interrupted
when he was called into the Air

Force in 1942 but he returned to
complete his education and continue playing football for Rollins.
Jack McDowall called him an
(Continued on Page 6)

From the Desk of:

William R. Gordon

SCHOLARSHIP SALE
A first annual "super-sale" is scheduled for Saturday, March
24, at 9 am, in the Student Center on the Rollins campus.
Sponsored by the Rollins Women's Association as a
scholarship benefit, the sale will feature attic treasures,
books, games, toys and housewares. Special attraction will be
a gourmet food table, featuring specialties from local
kitchens, and the first issue of a new Rollins cookbook,
compiled by RWA. The cookbook will offer favorite party
menus, with recipes, from twelve Rollins families, one
representing each month in the year. Alumni and friends are
invited to participate: why not clean your closets and supply
the super-sale with some super bargains, Then come buy both
edibles and usables on March 24! Phyllis Ling and Polly
Seymour are co-chairmen of the sale, Ann Hicks is cooking up
the food and cookbook departments and Marguerite
Wettstein will gladly accept your discard books. Come join
the fun!

Telephone Campaign Conducted

William R. Gordon, '51
Director of Alumni Affairs

We received a call from Suzy
Thompson (Suzy and Tom are
Regional Agents for Houston)
announcing their plan to conduct a
telephone campaign. All the
Houston agents will get together at
Suzy's office to telephone alumni
living in the Houston area. There
are 87 alumni to be contacted by 6

agents.
The Thompson's are shooting for
a 100% donor participation for
Houston.
Good luck to Sue and Tom and
their fellow agents: Preston Crow,
Cynthia Thomas and Bob and Cindy
Shealor.

Agents have received interesting
letters and notes from fellow
alumni and these are often forwarded to the Alumni Office. A
letter of interest to be shared with
you was written by an alum in Ohio
and was sent to a classmate (agent)
in New York City.

ALUMNI/COLLEGE AGENT

Dear
I was deeply touched to see your
name listed as one of the "Very
Special" alumni agents when I
received my copy of the Rollins
College Alumni Record. I was so
moved, in fact, that I ran to my
checkbook as soon as I realized that
I had not yet made my yearly
contribution in order to remain as a
member in good standing of the
Hamilton Holt Century Club.
Looking down the list of Regional
and Area Agents, I noticed that
you were in with some very
highclass company: Mr. Anthony J.
Levecchio; Mr. William Blasier;
and Mrs. Ortwin von Zweck, '63.
Truly, an impressive list.
Please forward my check to the
appropriate authority (not your
checking account), so that my
membership will not expire. Again,
I commend you for being someone
who is "capable of telling the
Rollins story to alumni."
Sincerely,
PAGE 2

The Alumni/College Agent's are
hard at work making contact with
alumni. The program is now in
Phase H. Phase I was designed to
assist the Agent in developing
skills and gaining experience in
making personal contact with fellow alumni through a limited list of
contacts. The Phase II contact list
is an expanded listing and includes
all alumni in each designated area.
The Annual Fund Committee has
been monotoring Phase I results
with interest. The immediate impact of the Agent's contact was
dissappointing, but as time past
into the second month the "fruits of
labor" began to appear. The
statistics of the Phase I contact
program are: 1340 alumni contacted, 322 positive responses, 24%
donor participation, average gift of
$28.00.
The effectiveness of our "personal contact" program will be
measured in terms of the amount
increase in the "percent of donor
participation" in the Alumni
Annual Fund. Our goal for this year
(June 1,1978 - May 31,1979) is 25%
participation. We are now at 13%
and increasing. Our goal will be
reached and surpassed only when
each alumni makes a committed
contribution to the Alumni Annual
Fund.

'54N.C.A.A.
Baseball Team Returns
Members of the '54 Baseball
Members of the '54 squad are:
team will be recognized and Art Brophy, Connie Mack Butler,
honored during Reunion Weekend. Bill Cary, Jim Davis, Jim Doran,
The '54 team was runner-up at the Bud Emerson, Al Fantuzzi, Don
NCAA Baseball World Series.
Finnigan, Bud
Fisher,
Tom
Twenty-five members of the Hulihan, Delton Helms, Frank
team will return to campus and Hutsell, Hal Lawler, Bob Leader,
Harper Shephard Field to reunite Bob MacHardy, Henry Menendez,
to celebrate the 25th anniversary of Ra Moody, Ed Overstreet, Jack
their accomplishment.
Powell, Dave Robinson, Dave
The team will be honored at the Smith, Fred Talbot, Nick Vancho
Athletic Breakfast on Saturday, and Don Tauscher. Two members
March 17 and will receive approp- of the team, Nick Vancho in 1978
riate recognition during intermis- and Al Fantuzzi, this year, have
sion of a scheduled double header been recognized individually by the
at Harper Shephard that afternoon. sports Hall of Fame for Rollins.

STAFF

ADVISORY

William R. Gordon '51
Director of Alumni Affairs
Jeanne R. Tauscher '56
Coordinator of Alumni Relations
Diana S. Johnson
Coordinator of Records
Jennie Durham
Secretary
Loison P. Tingley
Alumni Annual Fund

Benjamin Aycrigg
Robert M. Buck
Dr. E. Alan Nordstrom, Jr.
Sandra W. Jones
Several articles prepared by Rollins Public
Relations Department.

Rollins College prohibits and rejects any discrimination based on race,
sex, color, creed, national origin, and religion in the selection and admission of students. Applicants can be fully assured of admission solely
on the basis of their academic achievements and qualifications.
Further, the practice of discrimination on the basis of race, sex,
color, creed , national origin, and religion is prohibited in all programs
and activities at Rollins College.
The Rollins College Alumni Record, (USPS 470-060), is published
quarterly, Fail, Winter, Spring and Summer by the Rollins College
Alumni Association, Winter Park, Florida 32789, and distributed to
graduates, former students, seniors and Friends of Rollins College.
AH communications and POD Forms 3579 should be sent to Rollins
College, Box 2736, Winter Park, Florida 32789. Second-class postage
paid at Winter Park, Florida 32789.
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A PRIDE OF PRESIDENTS
Editors Note:
This is the second of a three part
series written by our Archivists
Jane Fletcher, 75 and Mannee
Rawa, 76 following the history of
some of Rollins' distinguished
presidents.
"It's good to recall our foundations," said President Seymour;
then looking at President Blackman
he said, "You were here from
1902-1915; what concerns made the
deepest impression on you during
your administration?"
"I suppose the most vivid
memory is of the 1909 fire when we
lost Knowles Hall. Just two years
before, the Music Hall burned
down, but Knowles filled such an
important place on the campus. It
was such a bad fire too. It came
close to taking Pinehurst Cottage
and some of the terrified students
on the third floor of that dorm,
broke out the windows throwing
their trunks out. We had to give up
any chance of saving Knowles in
order to wet down the sides of
Pinehurst and it was so badly
scorched anyway, that we had to
take off the porch. If the wind had
been up we could have lost Chase
Hall as well. Only two typewriters
were saved. We lost classrooms,
chapel, scientific equipment and
virtually all our college records - all
gone. It was a disaster. We

President Blackman and family: (L. to R.) President Blackman, Marjorie, Berkeley
Mrs. Blackman, Worthington.

overcame it by expanding our plans
for the science building which was
already in preparation and the
present-day Knowles Hall is the
result. When my administration
began we had eight wooden buildings, lost two by fire, but at the end
I'd added seven, four of brick, so
we'd doubled the size and value of
the campus.
"One of the challenges I pride
myself on meeting, was in establishing Rollins academic standards
nationally. It was a hard-fought
battle to gain recognition grants for
three illustrious members of our
faculty. It took two years to do it,
but in 1908 Rollins was accepted as
an approved institution, joining the

only other Southern institutions,
Johns Hopkins, Randolph-Macon
and Tulane. And in 1913-1914 there
was another struggle for state
recognition. These were worthy
battles and I was most pleased
when I reported on academic
standards in 1915 that I could say
that though we technically had no
academic rating our students were
received at several leading universities and colleges such as Yale,
Cornell, and Wellesley, and no
institution ever declined accepting
our students to advanced study nor
in any case did they fail to make
good."
"Your son Berkeley certainly
made good, didn't he?" commented

McKean. "I believe he was a
Rhodes Scholar."
"Yes, Berkeley was an excellent
student. My family was always a
great pleasure to me."
"Especially Marjorie," smiled
McKean.
"Oh Marjorie - do you know what
that scalawag had the presumption
to say one time when I told her she
was as stubborn as a mule?" 'Yes,"
she said, 'what else would you
expect when your father is a
jackass!'" President Hooker looked
startled at the levity, but all the
rest laughed heartily.
"Yes, I think my family helped
keep my life steady and in good
order at that time. We all enjoyed
music and made music, playing the
piano and singing together. It
helped during some of the trying
times'.'
"What were some of the other
trials?" asked President Holt.
"Oh, the confounded money
raising!" said Blackman a little
bitterly. "The day I was inaugurated the trustees met in a special
session to discuss an offer from the
very eccentric philanthropist, Dr.
Daniel R. Pearsons. His proposal
was to give the college $50,000 if
we would raise triple that sum in
exactly one year. This $200,000 was
to be kept intact as endowment
money. The trustees accepted the
offer and then turned the campaign
(Continued on Page 4)

ANDTHE BELL TOLLS AGAIN
ration warmed the hearts of those
of us who remember when Fox
Days, Fiestas and Homecomings
were an important part of Rollins
life. However, the decision to call
the students to classes hourly by
ringing the chapel bell brought to
mind a whole section of Rollins
history that had been buried in the
my mind's recesses. For me, it
brought back the memory of being
called to class by the Rollins bugle
and then the end of that era in the
fifties when the bugle was replaced
by electronic chimes. The tolling of
the chimes, recorded from the
quarter hour sounds of the big ben
clock in London, was considerably
more efficient, but not nearly as
much fun as the bugle. Who could
forget seeing some poor student,
"lateriser," running across the
By Jeanne Tauscher '56
Horseshoe shouting to the bugler
"don't blow it yet, give me a few
With the opening of the 1978-79 seconds to get to class" or equally
academic year at Rollins, we have amusing, walking by the flag pole
seen a number of changes, new and noticing the bugle high atop,
policies and the reestablishment of clanging in the breeze. And who
some traditions lost along the way. wouldn't be tempted to try and
Fox Day was great, the incorpo- keep the quiet of morning unsullied
ration of a fiesta-homecoming along after a late night party or dance.
with President Seymour's inaugu- The way to handle that, of course,
WINTER, 1979

steal the bugle!
With these images drifting in
from the past, my curiosity was
aroused as to what this small but
memorable part of Rollins life was
about before the fifties that I
remembered. Some slight digging
with the help of Rollins archivist,
Jane Fletcher, turned up some
interesting history.

The bell which now rings in the
Chapel tower was originally located
in the belfry of the old congregational Church in Winter Park and
on November 4,1885 pealed out the
announcement that Rollins College
had been founded.
When the new church was built
in the 1920s the bell seemed to have
(Continued on Page 4)

Dr. Burdell — Greatly Missed

Dr. Edwin Sharp Burdell

Dr.Burdell was born February 2,
1898, and died August 30, 1978. He
resided with his wife Emma in
Maitland, Florida, and is survived

by two daughters and five
grandchildren.
He was Dean of the College at
Rollins from 1963 until his retirement in 1966.
He was educated at M.I.T. where
he received his BS in Engineering
in 1920, attended the Harvard
Graduate School of Business from
1920 to 1922, received the MA
degree in 1929 and the Ph.D.
degree in 1934 from Ohio State
University in Sociology.
His administrative positions included Dean of the School of
Humanities and Social Sciences in
M.I.T. from 1934 to 1938, Operating
(Continued on Page 6)
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A Pride of Presidents
over to me. It was a brutal grind,
and achieving it is one of my worst
memories. I think part of the
problem was
accepting
Dr.
Pearson's presence in my home for
two winters. He was not a pleasant
house guest. I believe my daughter
Marjorie wrote an account of those
months, and she did not exaggerate. Two years later we had a
Carnegie offer of $20,000 for a
library conditional on raising a
similar sum. That was not so
mountainous and we achieved it in
two years. And in 1909 we received
another $25,000 from Carnegie on
the same conditions and raised it in
fifteen months."
"That is a wonderful record of
achievement,"
said
President
Critchfield, as he made a comparison
of
what
those
sums
represented when allowance was
made for inflation. "You really
must have beat the bushes to find
such amounts."
"It burned me out," responded
Blackman. "I think we raised
around $400,000 during those
years, but all those moneys raised
had to be treated as matching funds
and our operating expenses had to
be borrowed. We were always in
deficit circumstances. I can't describe to you how harrowing such a
situation is."
Everyone nodded in commiseration. "Yes," said Holt, "we know
the problem only too well. Why,
during my time, one of the
standard jokes about me in Winter
Park was for one business man to
poke another in the ribs and say,
better go the other way, here
comes Holt.' Money-raising is a
chronic headache and heartache for
a small, private college, but,
believe me, Dr. Blackman, I've long
been one of your admirer's. Not
only did you do much to serve this
dear little college we all love so

Bell Tolls Again

well, but you were active in the
community and the state as well.
Why I recall that you were a mayor
of Winter Park and started the
Winter Park Board of Trade as well
as the Bank of Winter Park where
you served as president for seven
years. You campaigned throughout
the state for public schools in
central and south Florida and
served as a member of the Florida
State Committee to revise and
codify the public school laws, and
that doesn't even tell half of the
community work you took on, to
say nothing of your long association
with the Florida Audubon Society
and the many conservation projects
you engaged in. When in the world,
sir, did you find time to write your
fine History of Orange County?"
McKean whispered to Seymour,
"That's a fascinating and helpful
source of local history, but it's best
not to rely on it, has some
inaccuracies."
"You were a real leader," continued Holt enthusiastically.
"Thank you, thank you," murmured Dr. Blackman, "you do me
too much honor."
"Now," interrupted President
Seymour, "I think it's time we
heard from our colleague with the
longest tenure. Dr. Holt, I have
here a glowing tribute paid you by
Dr. George Morgan Ward; do you
remember the occasion?"
"I certainly do, Thad, it was on
February 24, 1930. We were all
assembled in the middle of the
Horseshoe during the Founder's
Week celebration of Rollins College
45th birthday."
"I would like to read a part of
that address to our colleagues."
I look for a better and better
Rollins, under the man that God
has raised up for just such a time as
this, Hamilton Holt. I gladly

Prexy Holt

entrust to him my sweetest
memory, for that is what this
college is. It cost me fifteen years of
life, many thousands of dollars, my
purposes and my career. I trust it
all safely to his hand, as I would to
the hand of God. Mark you what I
say - I am not putting it on his
shoulders; they are heavily burdened enough now. I am putting it
in his guidance. You know, friends,
he has ability to the last degree,
experience to the last degree,
courage - God only knows what
courage it takes to do what he has
done - and devotion unquestioned
to God and man. I pray God that he
may have ability and strength and
courage. But beside that, I pray he
may have helpful, appreciative
assistance. Friends, I am done. I
give you a toast; ROLLINS COLLEGE, conceived in prayer and
nurtured in unselfish devotion; and
Hamilton Holt, a human savior.
All around the table clapped
vigorously as Holt said a bit
tremulously, "that was indeed
more than generous of you, Dr.
Ward."
"You deserved every word of it

and perhaps even more, Dr. Holt,"
Ward responded briskly.
"From my understanding of your
career, Dr. Holt, I think Dr. Ward
correctly estimated your capabilities," was Jack Critchfield's
contribution. "You certainly had a
very soft spot in your heart for
Rollins.
Holt thought for a second and
then said: "Jack, for me the years
at Rollins were the most rewarding
days of my life. As I used to say to
my contemporaries, 'the more we
can make what I like to call the
Rollins "adventure in education" a
cooperative affair between trustees, faculty, students and staff,
the better Rollins will be, and we
should never lose sight of this
democratic and friendly goal."
"How did this adventure in
education affect young ladies and
gentlemen?" asked Dr. Hooker.
"When I first arrived at Rollins,
there was a strict rule of lights-out
at ten in the evening and compulsory attendance at daily chapel.
If a young adult is bound by rigid
restrictions how could he/she develop self-discipline, acquire a
respect for freedom or accept
responsibilities? If the students are
treated like adults they will behave
like adults. I wanted our students
to have fun, but hoped that they
would also study hard. I can't help
believing, that Rollins should not
merely be a preparation for life - it
is life itself - and that is why the
students loved it so."
"I know you were quite an
innovator in education, and we've
tried some experimental education
plans while I've been at Rollins,
such as contract learning. Would
you mind describing the "Conference Plan" to me?" requested
Dr. Critchfield.
TO BE CONTINUED

(Continued from Page 3)

outlived its usefulness. For years it
sat surrounded by shrubbery in the
church yard, until Dr. Edwin
Osgood Grover, vice president
emeritus of Rollins persuaded the
church to give it to the College.
The bell was moved to a cement
pedestal in front of the Alumni
House where it was a constant
temptation to some of the more
boisterious students who would
ring it at all hours of day and night.
The clapper had been removed but,
ingenuity "will out," and there
were, on occasion, hammers, golf
clubs and such that served well as
bell clappers.
Somewhere between the time of
the arrival of the old bell on campus
and its placement in the Knowles
PAGE 4

(Continued from Page 3)

Dan Matthews holds the distinction of
being the last bugler at Rollins.

Chapel tower, under the direction
of then President Hugh F.McKean,
the campus had another bell. This
bell was located in Old Knowles
Hall and was rung every hour from
7:00 am. until 11:00 pm. at which
time all lights on campus had to be
out.The student seeing to this task
was rewarded with help toward his
tuition. This was also true of the
buglers. In all Rollins has had
approximately eleven bell ringers
and buglers over the years.
Around 1909 Knowles Hall
burned and the huge bell previously used to indicate the class
changing time was melted beyond
further constructive use.
Some say the bugle arose soon
after the bell was destroyed.

Others say it arose during the
time a Naval Unit was stationed
here. No one seems to be able to
determine the correct tale.
In 1952 the graduation class gave
to the college the modern electronic
chimes with the sound of Big Ben.
This was the sound heard across
campus hourly until somewhere in
the mid-seventies. The recording
became worn, the timer out of
sequence and seemingly unable to
be repaired - maybe no one really
cared - and so the ringing of chimes,
bells and/or blowing of bugles was
silenced.
With Rollins centennial celebration just around the corner, it
really does seem fitting that the
(Continued on Page 5)
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PLACEMENT SERVICE EXPANDS
A Rollins business major with a
love for sports wants to live in
Pittsburgh after graduation. Can
she successfully combine academic
and personal interests in a rewarding career?
Marilyn Fisher DeLong ['63] and
Susan Cochrane A spin wall ['65]
think she can, and at the request of
Student Affairs Dean Ronald
Pease, they have been working
with Placement Director Alzo
Reddick to help Rollins' students
realize career goals.
Armed with extensive experience in the job skill and development area as volunteers with the
Council of Continuing Education for
Women, Marilyn and Susie called
on fraternities and sororities to
"advertise" and explain their service. In group and individual
sessions, they helped students to
determine and analyze their experience, hobbies, academic qualifications and personal goals. They
developed and polished resumes,
discussed interviewing techniques,
researched companies and contacts, and advocated summer internship in areas of career interest.

By Mrs. Sandy Jones '66
ments, recruiting, etc.
2. Helping a student find part- or
full-time employment.
3. Housing a student during a
part-time internship .
(You gain a babysitter; parents
gain peace of mind in knowing their
offspring is safe in a strange city!)
Any information or questions may
be directed to the Placement
Office.
Marilyn and Susie have done a
tremendous job as volunteers in
assisting the office in the development of a personable placement
program that conveys a clear
message to the student — "Rollins
cares." Hopefully, the funding will
Marilyn DeLong, '63 and Sue Aspinwall, '65 helping with Student Placement.
become available to create a
What
they
found
were Susie ran statistics on letters from full-fledged and staffed placement
interested, articulate students with employers and set up a filing service.
Oh — the sports - business "some good solid ideas on what system for companies from whom
they want to do." According to the Office had received responses Pittsburgh - minded Co-ed? She
Marilyn, "these students have and included all personal and checked into the possibility of
tremendous credentials — many industrial contacts. With the help working as a statistician for the
Pittsburgh Steelers. That prospect
have work experience and many of Alumni, the file will grow!
speak two or three languages. They
Alums can help to build the didn't work out, but it's a prime
have so much to offer."
example of the
imaginative
placement program by:
approach
in
combining
the acaIn addition to personal job
1. Sending company information
counseling, the volunteers ex- — anything from personal to demic and personal in career
panded Placement Office files. academic — on employee require- pursuits.

WRITERS CONVENE AGAIN
The Rollins College Writers
Conference was held February 1-4,
1979 under the direction of Robert
Newton Peck, "farmer, novelist for
adults and kids, poet, composer,
clown" (as he describes himself)
and Rollins graduate.
The RCWC, as Peck describes it,
is more than a convention."You are
a member of a family of friends who
care deeply about how well your
craft blossoms'.'
The conference is attracting
more people each year. Those
interested in writing as a profession or as an avocation are finding
this time rewarding, interesting
and practically informative. The
The development of strong, clean
writing as well as the offering of
some inside tricks from experts in
publishing, editing, writing, broadcasting and advertising, always
await the participants in the Rollins
Writers Conference.
This years conference offered a
variety of outstanding and impressive
lecturers.
Dr.
Tom
Aylesworth, the prestigious senior
editor of Doubleday...to tell you
what Big D is looking for. Which
manuscripts turn him on, or off.
Cleveland Amory, Author, broadcaster, humorist...to offer tips on
getting published. (Maybe he can
make the conference, but maybe
not.) Betty Ann Weber...creative
impressions that will charm and
inspire you. A very pretty lady
with tons of talent. Charles
WINTER, 1979

Friends, New Friends'.' Your kids
love him. So will you. Sloan
Wilson author of "The Man in the
Gray Flannel Suit," and a dozen
more best-sellers. A big, warmReese, national newspaper syndicated columnist, and broadcaster.
You don't always agree with him,
but you always read him because
he's a salty and peppery writer.
Misterrogers TV's famous Fred
Rogers, 20 years a TV star, now
with his new TV show, "Old
hearted man who will look over

three pages of your work, if you
bring some. Opportunities like this
are rare! These are a few who
offered their expertise. Plus a few
bonus appearances by RCWC celebrities of years past.
If you couldn't make the conference this year and have an
interest in any phase of the world
of writing, make plans to attend
next years offering - you'll be well
rewarded professionally and have
fun too!

Carlo Scholarship Fund
Charles and Christopher Rex,
violinists of the Philadelphia
Orchestra and former pupils of
Alphonse Carlo, have very graciously offered a concert to the
college as a springboard for the
raising of a scholarship in the name
of their much beloved teacher.
Charles Rex, after many years of
study with Mr. Carlo went to
Florida State and there in his
freshman year, won the national
MTNA competition, the first such
national competition.
The concert will take place on
Sunday, April 29, 1979 at 8 PM in
Bush Auditorium.
The
Rex
brothers will present a recital for
two violins, the program which has
been a feature of the musical
seasons of Philadelphia, Cleveland,
Detroit and other musical centers

this year.
Mr. Carlo is retiring after 36
years of continued service to the
college and the community. He is at
present the senior professor at
Rollins, having begun teaching in
1942.
The Department of Music will be
seeking sponsors for the scholarship funds in the following
catagories:
Angel, contribution of $100 or
more.
Benefactor, contribution of $50
or more.
Patron, contribution of $25 or
more.
Tickets will be issued to these
sponsors, and they will also be on
sale in the Music Department and
at the Box Office on the day of the
performance.

Alumni Service Award

H. Cary Kresge '66

The Alumni Association is
pleased and proud to recognize two
outstanding alumni for their personal commitment of service to the
alumni of Rollins College. The
recipients of the Alumni Service
Award for 1979 are: H. Cary
Kresge, '66 and James L. Levy, '61.
These gentlemen will be honored at
the Reunion Banquet, Saturday
evening, March 17, 1979.

Bell Tolls (Continued from Page 4)
bell that tolled our beginning
should once again be heard, a little
like a heartbeat of the campus.
*NOTE: Several years ago at a
Rollins Reunion the last "bugle" to
be used at Rollins was "borrowed,"
surely by mistake - it would really
be good to see that old bugle again
and be able to show it to my
daughter who is a student here
now. If anyone knows of its where
abouts, please let us all share it!
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Fall Term In Ireland
glorious two-week holiday. Our
destinations were as various and
glamorous as the Canary Islands,
Amsterdam, Athens, Paris, and
Rome. And after two weeks of
living out of suitcases, we were
secretly overjoyed to return
"home" to Ireland and swap tall
tales of continental adventures.
After a cozy and sentimental
Thanksgiving feast spent together
at our Literature professor's house,
the semester flew past. The three
months that had at first loomed as
endless was nearly over. There was
barely time enough to spend our

(Continued from Page 1)

last well-thumbed pounds on
Waterford crystal and fisherman's
sweaters for Christmas gifts...and
much less time to write final papers
and struggle through exams. We
celebrated term's end with a jovial
cabaret evening of drinking and
dancing with our director of
studies, Dr. Barcroft. Reminiscing,
we realized that despite occasional
and inevitable complaints, we had
found much to praise and appreciate in Ireland. There was give and
take — those who began the
semester loving potatoes became
heartily sick of them; those who

Sports Hall of Fame

had at first shuddered at the taste
of Irish whiskey had formed a
definite attachment after three
months! And in taking away some
of the Irish culture, we had learned
more about our American selves.
We boarded the plane on December
12th — eager at the thought of
McDonald's hamburgers and luxuriously heated homes — yet,
somehow, wistful. Something had
happened in three months; perhaps
we'd inherited a dab of Irish
melancholy; certainly we took with
us a little of the Irish magic.
And, of course, it began to rain.

Rollins College has greatfully
acknowledged the gift of $13,500
from the estate of Eva Rinehart
Raybun for the establishment of a
scholarship. In compliance with the
bequest, the Eva M. Raybun
Scholarship Fund has been established, with the income to be used
for financial assistance for a worthy
premedical student. Mrs. Raybun,
a 1940 graduate of Rollins, was
always a loyal and enthusiastic
supporter of her alma mater.

of Fame for his outstanding performance for the Rollins Tars
basketball team from 1958-1961. He
was elected to the All F.I.C.
basketball team all four years at
Rollins. A member of the "R" Club
and 0.0.0.0. Dick continues to
show his concern and leadership in
his community being active in
Y.M.C.A. and the Keokuk Board of
Education. Dick is still involved in
athletics and has been Iowa State
Racquetball Champion for five
years, consecutively.

the All-State Baseball Team, but
also played football for two of his
three years here and was a member
of the "R" Club. John signed a
major league contract after graduation and played for Philadelphia,
Cleveland, N. Y. Yankees and
Kansas City. Following his major
league career John entered the
business world in the field of Public
Relations with L. F. Popell Co. in
Miami, Florida where he still
resides.

(Continued from Page 1)

Upon graduation Al signed a major
league contract and played professional ball until 1965. He has
received his B.A. in teaching and
M.A. in Student Personnal Service
and is currently head baseball
coach at Ocean County College in
New Jersey where he resides with
his wife, Gayle, and their four
children.

Dr. Sara Parkey Knutton, '64,
received her M.A. in Chemistry/Physics from Wake Forest in '67
and PhD. in Physical Chemistry
Ernest A. "Buddy" Bryson, '47
Virginia Owen McHaney who
from Duke University in 1973. Sara
"outstandng lineman." Buddy also is being honored for her excellence received her B.A. from Rollins in
excelled in baseball and crew, was a in waterskiing both while at Rollins 1960 and has been consistently a
member of 0.0.0.0. and recipient and since graduation. She has won top ranking women's tennis player
of the Algernon Sidney Sullivan over 500 trophies for skiing in all and coach since leaving Rollins.
Medallion. A successful business- parts of the U.S. and abroad. Sara Owen is being honored for her
man, Buddy is President of Bry- taught skiing on TV in Orlando and excellence in tennis while at
Tur., Inc. a janitorial supply Wichita Falls, Texas and has Rollins, but she also lettered in
company.
appeared on Wide World of Sports varsity waterskiing, volleyball,
He and wife, Hazel Moody, '42, as well as in many magazines and softball and basketball. Besides her
live in Winter Park.
newspapers. Professionally, Sara outstanding accomplishments as an
has had numerous appointments athlete at Rollins, Owen, was also a
Clyde B. "Gravelthroat" Jones, and articles published in the field of member of Libra, President of
'41, was the varsity spinner back chemistry. She has recently left her Women's "R" Club and listed in
for three football seasons. Coach position at Duke University De- Who's Who.
McDowall said of him, "he was a partment of Chemistry and moved
George
Quinton
Miller
fine passer and a great kicker. His to Houston, Texas.
(1914-1967), Rollins Class of '37, will
out-of-bounds punting was a tremendous factor in the team's
Gardner E. Lamed, '50, long be honored posthumously for his
success during his three years." considered one of the finest tennis outstanding accomplishments for
Besides football, for which he players ever to play for Rollins the Tars football team from 1934 received honorable mention All College. Gardner was National 1937. Before he graduated he put
State in 1940, Clyde also played Intercollegiate Champion in 1947. Rollins on the football map. George
baseball and basketball for Rollins. He was ranked among the top 20 was considered fast, tough and
After his tour of duty with the nationally in men's singles and dedicated, good enough to be
Navy, Clyde was part owner in a doubles competition for many offered a chance with the Chicago
yacht and ship building firm until years. While at Rollins he was a Bears. Joe Justice said "Miller
1963 when he became sole owner member of the men's team that carried the ball better than anyand operator of the Boothbay went undefeated for two years. In body I ever saw." George also
Harbour Regional Country Club.
1978 Gardner was ranked #1 in played baseball and was a member
singles and doubles in the 45 and of 0.0.0.0. while attending Rollins.
Albert "Al" Fantuzzi, '57, recip over group in Chicago where he is His widow, Mrs. Kate Miller will
ient of the Algernon Sidney Sulli- still competing and winning. He accept the Hall of Fame Trophy at
van Medallion and member of and wife, Lois live in Chicago the Rollins Reunion Banquet in
0.0.0.0., Al was a freshman where he is vice-president of Berry March.
member of the 1954 N.C.A.A. Bearings Co.
John L. "Big John" Gray, '52,
runner-up team. An outstanding
center fielder, Al was named to the
Richard A. "Dick" Bishop, '61, transferred into Rollins and befirst team All State and first team currently President of Security came an ace righthander for the
N.A.I.A. He also played four years State Bank, Keokuk, Iowa, Dick Tars for the next three years.
of Varsity basketball for the Tars. has been named to the Sports Hall While at Rollins he was named to
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Eva Rinehart Raybun
Scholarship Fund
Established

Burdell Missed
(Continued from Page 3)

Director at Cooper Union from
1938 to 1951, and President of
Cooper Union from 1951 to 1960.
He established the Middle East
Technical University when he was
Chief of Missions for UNESCO in
Ankara, Turkey. In 1962 he served
as consultant for the Cranbrook
Foundation. Prior to and subsequent to retirement, he served on
many boards for hospitals, foundations, and commissions.
In 1951 he received the Order of
Knighthood from the Danish King,
Christian X, for promoting cultural
exchanges between the United
States and Denmark. In 1974 he
received the George Morgan Ward
medal from Rollins College for
outstanding service on behalf of the
faculty and students at Rollins. In
1954 he received the honorary
degree LL.D. and Phi Beta Kappa
from Ohio State University, and
the Litt.D. from Pratt Institute in
1960.
Dr. Burdell was an exceptional
educational leader who brought
high standards of achievement and
endeavor to his work at Rollins
College. He was responsible for
establishing basic improvements in
the educational mission of the
College. His wisdom, balance, and
high ideals will be greatly missed.
WINTER, 1979
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BALLOT INFO
Rollins College Alumni Association
1979 Election Ballot

Rollins College Alumni
Board of Directors Candidates

Herewith is the slate for the mailballot election of Alumni-Trustee for
the Rollins College Board of Trustees
and new Directors for the Rollins
College Alumni Association. You have
two Candidates (one to be elected) for
Trustee, elected for a three-year term,
and ten candidates (five to be elected)
for Alumni Board of Directors, elected
for a three-year term, from which to
make your choice. Please read the
biographies which follow and make
your decisions, returning the ballot to
us promptly. You can play your part
as an active Alumnus by filling in the
attached ballot to help make sure you
are represented by a strong and active
Alumni Board of Directors.

OFFICIAL NOTICE

Peter Scott Cahall BA '71, Altamonte
Springs, Florida. Vice President, Capital Analysts. Member X-Club.

The annual meeting of the members
of the Rollins College Alumni Association, Inc., will be held following the 40
Plus Luncheon at the Rogers Room,
Keene Hall on Rollins Campus, Sunday, March 18, 1979, 1:30 p.m. for the
transaction of such business as may
properly come before the members.
Sandra Willard Jones, '66
Secretary

ROLLINS
ALUMNI

Guy D. Colado MBA '71. Winter Park,
Florida. Vice President & Manager
Sun First National Bank Office in
Winter Park. Serves on Administrative Board of Sun Bank. Married to
Donna Mae Bullard '69.

Lee Gibson Collison BA '51. Winter
Park, Florida. Manager of Museum
Sales Shop-John Young Museum.
Listed in Outstanding Young Women
of America-Who's Who In Florida,
International Biography of Distinguished Men and Women Personalities
of the South. Community Leaders of
the South. Served on School Board of
Orange County. Elected Health Systems Agency.

Andrea Scudder Evans BA '68, Winter
Park, Florida. Social Worker, Christian Service Center, Orlando. Secretary, Guild of John Young Museum.
Alumni Board of Directors '78'79.
Reunion Committee 2 years. Vice
President, Rollins Club. Wife of E. Kim
Evans MBA '68.

Stephen R. Feller '67, Winter Park,
Florida. Architect with Studio 7
Architects. Winter Park Chamber of
Commerce. Member Rollins Club and
Tar Boosters.

Emma Frazier Gibson MED '74.
Winter Park, Florida. Guidance Counselor-South Seminole Middle School.
D-A-R. Member Florida Personnel &
Guidance Association.

ROLLINS REUNION 79 SCHEDULE
Time

Place

Date

Event

Friday, March 16
March 16
March 16

Registration
President's Reception
Class Parties

12:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
9:00-Midnight

Alumni House
Cornell Art Center
Student Union

9:00 a.m.
9:00-10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

Alumni House
Rose Skill man/fee
Rollins Courts
McKean Lakefront/fee
Harper Shepherd
Rollins Courts/fee

March 17
March 17

Registration
Athletic Breakfast
Rollins Women's Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament
Family Picnic
Rollins Baseball vs. Columbia
Alumni Tennis Tournament
Rollins Baseball vs. Yale - Pregame Recognition of
•54 NCAA Baseball Team
Cocktails
"The Fabulous Fifties" Dinner/Dance

March
March
March
March

Coffee
Chapel Service
"Forty-Plus" Luncheon (Annual Meeting)
"Forty-Plus" Get Together after Lunch

10:00-11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
12:30 p.m.

Saturday, March
March
March
March
March
March
March

Sunday
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17
17
17
17
17
17
17

18
18
18
18

3:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Harper Shepherd
Student Center Patio(cash bar)
Rose Skillman/fee

Chapel Lounge
Knowles Chapel
Rogers Room/Keene Hall
Alumni House
WINTER, 1979

FORMATION
Trustee Candidates
P.R. Kelly BA '42 Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. President, Philip R. Kelly &
Associates (Management Consultants).
Former manager of Port of New York
Authority's personnel development
and training division. Consultant for
the U.S. Mission in Turkey for 18
months. Was director of management
research at McKinsey & Company and
served on the corporate personnel
staffs of Time, Inc., and American
Cyanamid Co.

John D. Harris BA 70. Casselberry,
Florida. Attorney. Orange Ct. Bar
Assoc., Florida Bar, International Law
Committee, American Bar Assoc.

Thomas G. Sacha BA '67 MBA 70.
Marietta, Georgia. Assistant Vice
President for Trust Company Bank,
Atlanta. Received Algernon Sydney
Sullivan Medallion. President Class of
'67. Married with 3 year old son.

Peter B. Sholley BA '50. Wellesley
Hills, Massachusetts Senior Vice President, Keystone Custodian Funds.
Trustee emeritus New England College; Trustee, Dean Junior College,
Franklin, Massachusetts; Past President, Wellesley Community Chest and
Council; Corporator, Morgan Memorial
Goodwill Industries, Boston, Massachusetts. Active in Boy Scout activities. Married to Nancy Fry '50.

OFFICIAL BALLOT
Alumni Board of Directors Candidates
(Vote for Five)
□ Peter Scott Cahall

] Emma F.Gibson

□ John D.Colado

Q John D. Harris

] Lee Gibson Collison

] Nancy N. Johnson

□ Andrea Scudder Evans

□ Thomas G. Sacha

□ Stephen R. Feller

□ Don W. Sisson

Trustee Candidates
(Vote for One)
Nancy Neide Johnson BA '50. Winter
Park Florida. Nominated for Military
Wife of the year 1968. Sports Hall of
Fame Committee. 2nd Vice President
Rollins Club, Altar Guild All Saints
Episcopal. Glenridge Clinic volunteer.
Cancer Society Volunteer.

IMPORTANT!

Don W. Sisson B.A. '49, Titusville,
Florida. Guidance Counselor, Titusville High School. Member Lambda Chi
Alpha Fraternity. M.A. Stetson University. Married to Mariel Riddle '51.
Retired after 21 years military and
civil service.

□ P.R. Kelly
□ Peter B. Sholley

REUNION RESERVATION FORM
"THE FABULOUS FIFTIES"
Return Immediately

Please reserve tickets for me/us as follows:
Friday, March 16, 1979
President's Reception, Dr. & Mrs. Thaddeus Seymour
7:30 p.m., Cornell Art Center
Class Parties
9:00 - 12:00 p.m., Student Union
Saturday, March 17, 1979
Athletic Breakfast - 9:00-10:00 a.m.
Rose Skillman Hall - Gail Harris, Director
Sports Hall of Fame - '54 NCAA Team - $2.75 per person
Family Picnic - 12:30 p.m.
Lakefront-McKean Hall
Rollins Club - Host

$3.50 per adult
$2.00 per child
(12 yrs. or less)

Alumni Tennis Tournament 2:00 p.m.
Rollins Courts - Nancy Reed, Director
(prizes and drinks)
Rollins Baseball - dbl-header 12:00 p.m.
Recognition of '54 NCAA Team .
between games
3:00 p.m.
WINTER, 1979

Note: Ballot must be received at the
Alumni House, P.O. Box 2736, Rollins
College, Winter Park, Florida 32789
NO LATER THAN March 8, 1979. If
husband and wife are Rollins Alumni,
mark the ballot as two votes.

$.
$.
$.

$12.00 per person

$.

"Forty Plus" Luncheon, Rogers
Room, Keene Hall -12:30 p.m.
Ernie Zoller, Director

$ 5.50 per person

$.

Check enclosed for $
Please bill me March 1,1979 for $
(Refunds subject to 48 hr. notice of cancellation)
Please Print
Signed:
Class
Address
City

$5.00 per person

Cocktails, Student Center Patio
6:30 p.m. (entertainment)
AND
"THE FABULOUS FIFTIES" DinnerDance - 8:00 p.m. (Cash Bar)
Rose Skillman Hall

$.

State

Zip

Return completed form to:
Rollins College Alumni Office
Box 2736, Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida 32789
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SPORTS
TAR SOCCER TEAM RECOGNIZED
to have you visit our great state.
On the soccer field today, the
Rollins Tars will meet a proud St.
Louis University Billikens Soccer
Team led by Coach Harry Keough.
Coach Keough ranks among the
most successful and respected men
of soccer in our nation and around
the world. His players, as men and
athletes, meet every high standard.
Your contest on this day will be a
winner for everyone regardless of
the final tally.
We wish to honor as individuals
Tar team members: Mark Nicolle,
Ed Waters, Larry Kahn, Ed
Berger, Preston Willingham, Bob
Hartman, Peter Porto, Shane
Groth,
Jay
Scarlata,
Jerry
Goszcycki, Marty Lasater, Mark
Murry, Mark Blieden and Assistant
Coach Billy Barker.
The other we name from the
Tars are St. Louis Missourians in
whom we express great pride and
admiration for the winning spirit
Rollins seniors, Andy Leeker and Tom Meyer display proclamation from Missouri Governor. they display, past, present and
future.
EDITOR'S NOTE
They are Timothy Patrick Keane,
PROCLAMATION: Office of the
Craig Kammien, Jim Kerner, Steve
Governor, State of Missouri
This past October the Rollins
Larson, Emmett Mueller, Steve
Soccer team traveled to St. Louis
October 29, 1978, is a very Robinson, Lew Moceri, Tom Knott,
for a special Soccer Day at St. special occasion to give recognition Tom Meyer (Co-Captain) and Andy
Louis University. It was a home- to several important groups, indi- Leeker (Co-Captain). Sons of the
coming of sorts, with so many viduals, and two outstanding insti- Show-Me-State, we wish you well.
members of the Rollins team calling tutions of higher education.
Now, therefore, I Joseph P.
the St. Louis area home and many
Head Coach Dr. Gordon Howell Teasdale, Governor of the State of
area Rollins Alumni enthusiastic is a builder of character, intelli- Missouri, do hereby proclaim
supporters of this popular sport. gence, and athletic excellence. October 29th, 1978 as
There was even a special procla- Missouri is proud to welcome Coach Rollins College-St. Louis University
mation by the Governor of the Howell and his Tars, the Rollins
Soccer Day
State of Missouri.
College Soccer Team. We are proud in Missouri.

Golfers Win For Scholarship $'s
Rollins golfers Drew DeVan and
Scott Cooke joined 46 of the
nation's top collegiate golfers
representing 24 schools in the First
Annual Bluebonnet Golf Invitational which was held December 9
and 10 at April Sound Country Club
in Montgomery, Texas.
DeVan, a native of Baltimore,
Maryland, received $600 for his
second place finish with an individual score of 143.
DeVan presented the check to
Rollins President Dr. Thaddeus
Seymour where it will be placed in
a golf scholarship fund. A total of
$5,000 in scholarships were presented to schools which participated in the tournament.
The Bluebonnet Invitational was
sponsored by Rice University, the
April Sound Sandbaggers, and the
Greater Houston Bowl Association.
Rollins competed with schools such
as Princeton, Purdue, New Mexico
State, Lamar, and Harvard.
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Drew DeVan Rollins golfer presents check to President Seymour for scholarship fund
after tourney win.

In Testimony Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand and caused
to be affixed the Great Seal of the
State of Missouri, in the City of
Jefferson, this 26th day of October,
1978.
Joseph P. Teasdale, Governor
Attest:
James C. Kirkpatrick, Secretary of
State

Alums Dominate Senior
Women's Invitational
By Nancy Corse Reed '55

In November of 1978, The JoinerMayflower Senior Women's invitational tennis tournament held at
the Maitland Field Club (Maitland,
Florida) was a major break through
in money tournaments held at a
state level. Jackie and Bob Denton,
Joiner owners, provided $1,800 in
prizes and money for this tournament. This is just a start in helping
to attract the world's greatest
players to continue to play.
This
tournament
attracted
Shirley Fry Irvin, '49 from Connecticut, who won Wimbledon, U.S.
Nationals and was ranked #1 in the
world in 1956. Winter Park's Betty
Rosenquest Pratt, '47, who has
played on Center Court at
Wimbledon, lost to Shirley in a
spactacular finals match. Dodo
Bundy Cheney, '45 came from
California and won the 60 and over
singles division.
The incredible Dodo as the
United States Tennis Association
refers to her, was ranked in the top
ten for ten years, and has won more
national tournaments than any
other player in the history of the
game. Nancy Corse Reed, '55,
SWTA President, lost in the
semi-finals to a former French
Champion from Clearwater, Florida, Paule Ferguson. Nancy is
currently ranked #1 in the nation in
the 40 and over singles, 45 and over
singles and doubles. She holds
more titles in Florida at the present
time, than any other player ever
has. She was named 1978 Florida
player of the year.
The wonderful thing to keep in
mind is that Irvin, Pratt, Cheney,
and Reed all are Rollins College
Alumnae. Other Rollins alumnae
still active in the tennis world are
Pauline Betz Addie, '43, (four years
running #1 in the world, her name
has been rated by many as the best
the game has ever seen), Owen
McHaney, '60, Norma Depperman
Boyle, '48, Marie Perkins Lloyd,
'54, Wendy Overton, '69, and Mona
Schallau Guerrant '71. Wendy and
Mona continue to compete on the
women's tour.
„
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CLASS NEWS
1922
Evelyn Haynes writes that she is in
Carolina Village, Hendersonville, N.
C, continuing in Real Estate on
Huckleberry Mountain, several miles
from her home.

Leech that she still keeps in touch with
a number of classmates, especially
Ernestine Meres Salley, '32 and
Elizabeth Rehdey Karpati, '29.

1930
1924
Condolences to Marion Rickard
Fletcher on the loss of her husband,
Alden Smith Fletcher, '21, who passed
away in April 1978.
Jean Wagner Shannon writes that
her eldest grandson was married this
past April and is living in New Orleans
where he is an architect.

Jeannette McKean, wife of Hugh F.
McKean was recently presented with
the Orlando Chamber of Commerce
John Young Award. This award is
presented annually to a person whose
accomplishments "reflect favorable on
Orlando and Central Florida."

1927

1933

Dickie Colado writes that a meeting
of the "Grand Dames" of various
Rollins College classes was held at
Pipestem State Park in West Virginia
October 1-6, 1978. The affair was
planned and executed by Mazzie
Wilson, '30 and Ginny Fisher
Zimmerman, '29. Other alumnae cavorting in the mountains were: Kittv
Barnes Sloan, '24, Bert Pheil Bobbitt,
'25, Kay Lewis Lehman, '27, Eleanor
Pressey Burgdolt, '27, Dickie Dickson
Colado,
'27,
Violet
Sutherland
Johnson, '28, Leila Hale Larkin, '29,
Peg White Lofroos, '29 Marge
McMichael Pickard, '30 and Weetie
Wilson Carnes, '33.

Word comes from Dorothy Hallett
Maury that husband Greg has retired
from Reynolds Metals Co. and they
have moved to Lakeside Village,
Colombia, Virginia where they are
very happy. They also are doing a bit
of traveling.

1928
We had such a good time at our 50th
Reunion last year we hope all of you
will return again in March for an
encore. Phil Boardman says he hopes
to make it. He has been on an
extensive traveling spree - took off for
the Orient after Reunion, home, had a
bout with pneumonia, then off to
Egypt and Turkey.
Vivian Heide plans to be here this
year, a first for her, also Jay Smith and
his wife will be on hand.
Red Winderweedle is home after a
long stay in the hospital and Phil Reece
is recovering from heart surgery. We
hope they will both be able to join us in
March.
Our love and sympathy to Trixie
Larsen Vincent, whose husband, Don,
passed away in November - and to Jay
Smith, whose father died in December
at the age of 101.
1929
Sincere condolences to Edwina
Peterson Carruth whose husband
passed away October 18, 1978.
Thelma Spurling Hayes writes that
she is well and happy to have her
family all living near her in the
Orlando area. Son, Danny is a city
official, Marc is with Danforth Sound
Systems and Michael is affiliated with
Danforth Orthopedic Brace Co.
Word comes from Mary Veasey
WINTER, 1979

1934
Rupert B. Jones writes that this
past May and June he visited with his
son, Grant and family in London,
England where Grant is a partner in an
American law firm specializing in
International Law relating to banking
and taxes.
Word comes from Ben Fawcett that
this past year has not been too good for
him healthwise, as he has sustained
several bone injuries. Hope '79 will be
a better year!

1937
Nelson and Grace Terry Marshall
write from Kingston, R. I that they are
kept busy with varied activities.
Nelson is Professor of Oceanography
and Marine Affairs at the University of
Rhode Island and Grace is active with
the League of Women Voters, UNICEF and alternative Food Cooperatives, just to name a few things that
keep her going.
1939
Richard C. Camp sends word that he
spent his 65th birthday with his twin
sister, Ariel '33, and her husband Sloat
Hodgson, '33 at their home in W.
Falmouth, Massachusettes. The Camps
attended the Harvard-Princeton game
at Princeton with Dick Kelly, '42 and
then spent the weekend with him and
his wife at their Bethlehem, Pennsylvania farm. Dick (Camp) retired from
American Can Co. in October and plans
to supplement his finances by writing
sales manuels for his ex-employer and
others.
Peggy Whitely Parker writes that
she did go on that first dig in the

summer of '78 to El Salvador, and
Lois Adams Stipick sends word that
returned there again last summer as a "she is teaching kindergarten in DeKalb
"guest" digger." This summer she County, Georgia. She has daughter,
hopes to go to Guatemala with another Mary Jane living at home and
expedition, to dig for Mayan jade.
attending Georgia State University.
Son, Michael was recently married to a
girl from Orlando.
1941
Martha Ann Roud Karis writes from
Durham, North Carolina where she
Peggy Welsh Sinclair and husband, resides with husband, Joannes, who is
Andrew, visited their son, John, a a doctor and 17 year old son John.
student at Rollins, in December of '78. Daughter, Margaret Ann is on a
It was Peggy's first visit to the campus scholarship at Davidson College, in her
in 33 years and she found it most second year of Pre-Med.
interesting and enjoyable and plans to
come back this spring.
1948
Wendell and Anne Anthony Davis,
'42 took early retirement this past year
More than 200 prominent women
and "ran away from home and jobs in paid tribute to Muriel Fox Aronson at
Boston." They came down the Intra a party in New York City saluting her
Coastal Waterway in their boat and election as president of the NOW
are spending time cruising the waters Legal Defense and Education Fund,
of Florida and when on land, enjoying a tax-deductible arm of the National
new home in Orange Park. They hope Organization for Women.
Bess
to visit Rollins sometime soon.
Myerson, Sylvia Porter and Betty
Friedan were among the hosts. Muriel
1942
continues to work as executive vice
president of Carl Byoir & Associates,
Rachel Harris Reed writes that she New York City - based international
is relaxed and enjoying life after public relations agency.
twenty-one years as a probation officer
in California. She is enjoying the
1949
outdoors, hiking, backpacking and
camping but still continues doing some
Word comes from Frederick Hartley
volunteer work with the Probation that after 4V2 years working in the
Department.
Department of State, he is off on
Evelyn Boland Hill sends word from another foreign assignment. He is
Wichita, Kansas that she keeps busy stationed at the American Embassy in
with other Pi Phi alums arranging Brussels, Belgium. Fred writes that he
garden tours.
had a "great" visit with Olga Llano
Kuehl and husband, Warren, when he
1944
gave a lecture to Warren's class in
Richard Krall sends word that he "The World in the Year 2000" at Akron
took disability retirement about a year University's Center for Peace Studies,
ago and is enjoying his free time and which Warren heads.
Bev Burkhart Ogilvie writes that
making an effort to develop some
she
and husband Jim are still in
writing talents in the direction of
Charlottesville
where he is on the
poetry.
faculty of the University of Virginia
School of Medicine. Bev went back to
1945
work two years ago, after a nine year
Nancy Corbett Dillon writes that lay off, as a school Psychologist. She
after five sons and four grandsons, she has also gone back to graduate school,
finally has a little granddaughter, first working toward her doctorate in
girl baby for the Dillon family, born School/Child/Clinical Psychology. All
three of their children are in college
November 1978.
Condolences to Sally Mendelson now.
Shirley Fry Irvin won the 50 and
Ogilvie whose husband passed away in
over
singles championship in the
September 1978.
May
flower-Joiner
senior invitational
Elizabeth Good Wolfson sends word
tennis
tournament
held in Maitland,
that after the last of their three
Florida
this
past
November. Her
children went to college, she and
opponant
was
another
Rollins alum,
husband moved to the New Jersey
Betty
Rosen
quest
Pratt,
'47.
shore. They now live in Montoloking
1950
with their dock on the Inland Waterway. Occasionally she sees Betty
Gracellen Butt Page left Orlando on
Lanza Felton, '44.
January
29th for an Airshow tour of
"Dodo" Bundy Cheney was in
Central
America.
She will be flying
Winter Park recently, along with a
number of former Rollins tennis seven airshows - in Gratamala, Costa
greats, to play in the Joiner-Mayflower Rica, Panama, Mexico and El Salvador.
Women's Invitational. The tournament She will return for a weeks rest in
was held at the Maitland Field Club Orlando before going to South Africa
where Nancy Corse Reed, '55, is for an April and May Airshow tour.
Jim McMenemy writes that he is
co-owner and pro. Shirley Fry Irvin,
senior
TV producer at N. W. Ayer
'49 was also among the group.
Advertizing Agency in New York,
where they produce U. S. Army
1946
recruiting commercials and AT & T
Connie Clifton Ball is enjoying her commercials.
retirement from the teaching profession playing a little tennis, keeping
1951
house and visiting with her sister who
lives in Melbourne, Florida. Connie is
Robert S. "Scotty" Witherell, form
in Daytona Beach.
erly assistant vice president of peril

sonnel, was recently named vice
president of industrial relations for
Winter Park, Telephone Co.
Fred Rogers was in Orlando on
February 1 where he was the speaker
for the annual Christian Service
Center Banquet at the First Presbyterian Church. Fred will also be
participating in the Rollins Writers
Conference to be held on campus
February 1-4.
1952
Word comes from John Reardon
that he spent five months in London
starring in Kismet in the West End.
He also spent three months playing
Don Quixote in Boston and was in
Germany and Austria in concert with
Leonard Bernstein. John is now living
in Santa Fe, New Mexico, where he is
Chairman of The Board of Sunstone
Corporation.
Suzanne Ferris-Hammer writes that
she has opened a Craft Workshop and
Gift Shop in a 1722 Dutch Farm House
in Somerset, New Jersey. She plans to
restore the house to it's "former self'
and hopes to have a permanent
showcase of crafts of New Jersey. The
shop is called "The Tulip Tree."

piano and music history at Fontbonne
College and also performs frequently,
and writes some music criticism and an
occasional article for publication.
1955
Nancy Corse Reed was recently
named Player of the Year by the
Florida Tennis Association in a ceremony at Pompany Beach.
Frank D. Hutsell, formerly assistant
vice president for public affairs, and
assistant secretary for Winter Park
Telephone Co., has been named vice
president for government and public
affairs and assistant secretary.
Louis F. Glaser sends word that he
is co-owner of Forest Lake Tennis
Club. The club has 8 indoor, airconditioned courts and 6 terraced
outdoor courts. The facility is considered to be the most beautiful club in
the St. Louis area. Lou is Executive
Vice-President of Medicare-Glaser
Corp., a chain of 104 drug stores and
professional pharmacies. He and wife,
Lee, have two children, Amy, nine
years old and Robin is six.
1958

Beverly Stein Kievman writes that
after
three years with Research
1953
Institute of America, she has joined
After far too long a time word has IBC a worldwide company in export/come from Wally Moon (now Wally import services as a sales and
marketing executive. She is in charge
Berns).
of the annual Career Woman's Seminar
in March which should attract 600
women. Beverly was a recent guest
lecturer at Emory University and
Georgia State University in Atlanta.
1959
Karl L. Lohman who was formerly
vice president of engineering and
services for the Winter Park Telephone Co. has recently been made vice
president of network planning and
quality control.
Daniel A. Smith, III writes that he
has become involved in another
business, Act I Scene II Inc. which is
concerned with the field of modeling.
1960

Word comes that Richard W.
Johnston has joined the firm of Gale
Associates-Real Estate One, Inc.
Realtors, recently and is located in
their Maitland, Florida offices.
Phyllis Zatlin Boring writes that she
continues in her dual role at Rutgers as
Associate Professor of Spanish and
Associate Dean. She is currently at
work on a study of the theater of Jaime
Salom while her book on Ruiz Iriarte in
the Twayne World Authors Series is in
press. (Both are contemporary Spanish
playwrights) She is also into serious
"running" and ran a marathon in New
York City and in the Jersey Shore
Marathon.
Sydney Burt Goodwin is looking
forward to a busy and challenging year
as President of The Junior League of
Washington, Inc. They have 1700
1954
members and are the fourth largest
League in the country.
John D. Philips writes that he is now
Charles W. Morley is working with
living in St. Louis after 15 years spent Boeing Services International on the
abroad, mostly in France. He teaches 30th floor of the V.A.B. at Kennedy
Since graduation he has had many
exciting jobs and adventures but is
now settled into scenic arts and acting
as a full time career. He has appeared
in four Disney Films and several T.V.
shows including, The Incredible Hulk,
Days of Our Lives, Switch and Chips.
Living in California with his wife and
two children, Wally sees a number of
former Rollinsites, Bruce Ellwell, '54,
Jack Melik (now Pete Sheridan), '51,
and Ken Brown, '51. He also met
Howard Bailey, former Rollins theatre
director, who was casting a play, "I
Remember Mama" which he subsequently directed and Wally wound up
taking a part, along with Howard's
daughter Lynn, '54 and Lynn's daughter. Really old home week, or weeks!
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Space Center in support of the space
shuttle. He is also President of this
year's Space Coast Art Festival and
chairman of the 16th Space Congress,
an annual symposium on Space science
and technology. In addition to this he is
in the process of getting his science
fiction musical comedy Space to Share
produced.
1961
WEDDINGS:
Robert W. Fleming to Linda Elaine
Floyd, September 16, 1978.
BIRTHS:
Jane Feise Young and husband
Stewart, a son, Henry Stewart Young,
Jr., April 18, 1978.

operations officer of the
company since 1973.

holding

1965
Word comes from John and Heidi
Slaughter, '67 that John is in farming
for his second year and enjoys it very
much, Hiedi teaches elementary physical education in the Rockford School
system. The Slaughters have two
children, Troy, 11 and Diana, 7.
Tanya Bickley writes from New
Canaan, that she is president of
Classical Radio for Connecticut which
continues its efforts to preserve
unique radio formats. They are in a
challenging legal battle with the FCC
at present.
1966

1963

Word comes that Robert B.
Word comes from Dana Ivey that Heinemann has been appointed by the
she has done a considerable amount of President of the United States as a
traveling over the past year. She did member of the Committee for the
six weeks of summer stock in Purchase from the Blind and Other
Newport, R. I. then went to Dallas, Severely Handicapped. Bob is deputy
Texas in a special production of director for operations in the Office of
"Patio/Porch." From there she went to Administrative Services and ProcureCanada where she performed in ment at the Commerce Department.
John A. Pistor, Jr. sends word that
Ibsen's "A Doll House." Dana played
he
and his family have recently moved
Regina in "The Little Foxes" at the
to
Pittsburgh where he is affiliated
Alliance Theatre in Atlanta in January
with
Eastman Kodak Co.
directed by Fred Chappell, '64.
Carol
Bowersock writes that after
Madge Best Randel writes that she
several
years
as production manager
and her family are busy and active
of
a
rural
Virginia
newspaper, she
skiers, backpackers and with horse
decided
to
go
into
her
own business
shows. She is also an active volunteer
and
is
now
a
free
lance
photographer.
with the Junior League in Albug, New
Jeffrey D. Hicks who is employed by
Mexico where they reside.
the
Cardigan Mt. School in New
After ten years of retirement, Dolly
Hampshire,
writes that he was
Ferriday Pruet is now teaching French
appointed
Director
of the CMS sumin high school in Florence, Alabama
mer
session
for
1978.
In the winter
and is enjoying working with the
session
he
is
chairman
of
the Foreign
young people.
Language Department and teaches
history.
1964
Caroline Sawtelle Blinn has cele- BIRTHS:
To C. Sterling Case and wife, a son,
brated her first year in the real estate
William
Sterling Case.
business in Houston. Her husband,
John has been appointed to the faculty
of the Federal Judicial Center.
1967
Caroline and family (two girls ages 8
and 10) have done some traveling
recently including a trip back to
Linda Stanerson Laughren writes
that now her two children, Tammy, 8
Rollins.
Peter F. Gannon and family visited and Todd, 6, are in school, she has gone
in Winter Park and were on campus back to part time teaching.
during November of this past year.
Lana Templin Agnew writes that
she is enrolled in the School of Library
Science at Simmons College, Boston
and working towards a Master of
Library Science degree. She is also an
intern at the Massachusetts State
Library on a part time basis.
Kathleen Stone Galloway sends
word that she is President of the newly
formed Lake Wales Little Theatre in
Lake Wales, Florida. Their first play
"Auntie Mame" was a great success
and they have a busy schedule planned
for the future. Husband, Tom is
Florida Power's Ridge Division Operations Engineer. They have two
children.
The Florida Times-Union of Jacksonville recently ran an article in their
Profile section on Charles E. Rice, Jr.
who has been named chief executive
officer of Barnett Banks of Florida, Inc.
Charlie has been president and chief

Stephen D. Goff has recently been
named career representative of the
Providence/Joslin general agency of
WINTER, 1979

National Life Insurance Company of
Vermont.
BIRTHS
To Bonnie Spoor Brow and husband
David, a son David Jeremy Brow,
August 23, 1978.
To Ferdinand Starbuck and wife,
Sandy, a son, Ferdinand Lowther III,
November 27, 1978.
1968
WEDDINGS
Laurinda Reger to Clint Griffith,
December 30, 1978.
BIRTHS
To Kathi Jones Devane and husband
Don, a son Donald Patrick, October 14,
1978.
1969
Word comes from Walter ('71) and
Janice Gunter Shepherd that they are
stationed at Eielson AFB near Fairbanks, Alaska where Walter is the
Orthodontist.
Jim Griffith writes that his wife,
Marcia and four year old Cameron are
living in Georgia and that he and his
doubles partner Bill Kinne, '69, in
tennis made it to the quarter finals of
the Atlanta City Open in 1978.
Phil Marion sends word that he
received his Ph.D. in English from the
University of Florida in 1976 and then
spent some time teaching there and at
West Virginia University. He has had
several poems published and is now a
full time writer. Phil was married on
May 27, 1978.

Two Rollins alums found themselves working together for a film
company based in Utah - Ed George
and Katherine Garlington, '74. Ed is a
cameraman and Katherine works in
the editing room. Ed presently lives in
Jackson Hole, Wyoming and Katherine
lives in Park City, Utah where the film
company is based.
Roger Miller has most recently been
working with Dorothy Lamour in
Barefoot in the Park in San Antonio
and Tampa/St. Pete. April will find
him doing the show in Revenna, Ohio.
Roger continues to make commercials
and work with the Circle Repertory
Company in New York.
Gene H. Albrecht reports that he
has just recently moved to Los
Angeles from North Carolina where he
WINTER, 1979

spent three years as Instructor of
1972
Anatomy at the School of Medicine at
the University at Chapel Hill. He has
Bringing us up to date, Cindy
taken a position as Assistant Professor Whitmore Miller relates that she
of Anatomy at the School of Medicine received her MA in Spanish at the
at the University of Southern Cali- University of Florida in 1974 and has
fornia. His research interests in the since been working in New Jersey in
evolutionary biology of primates con- sales. She married John E. Miller in
tinues and is marked by the recent 1976 — "no kids yet!"
publication of his dissertation and
Christopher L. Fusco is a teacher
scheduled research field trips next and varsity soccer coach in Cleveland
spring and summer to natural history Heights, Ohio and attends Kent State
museums in Europe and South University Graduate School.
America.
Stan Gale moved to Newport Beach,
California in August, 1977, where he
BIRTHS
works for Grubb and Ellis Commercial
To Marion Brewer White and Brokerage Company in commercial
husband, a son Devin Brewer White, real estate sales and development.
September 21, 1978.
BIRTHS
To Christopher L. Fusco and wife,
1970
Martha, a daughter Megan Lee,
September 18, 1978.
A Policy Analyst for the CongresTo Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Daniel
sional Office of Technology Assess- Thorn, a son, Stephen, Jr. December 3,
ment, Lucia S. Turnbull recently 1978.
completed an "Evaluation of Railroad
Safety" in the U. S. She is currently
1973
studying the operations and safety of
Giles ('74) and Cassandra Williams
Canada's railroads.
George E. Brown III has accepted a Bassett have their own farm at Hornby
position with Ohio EPA in the Division Island, British Columbia, where they
of Industrial Waste water. He will be raise tomatoes and other organicallymonitoring the strip mines of South- grown crops.
A September promotion sent Bruce
eastern Ohio and assuring compliance
with mining regulations with regard to Barnhill to Philadelphia to assume the
duties of station manager "along with
effluents.
various other responsibilities" with
Northwest Airlines.
BIRTHS
To Dann and Mary Carter Pottinger,
Charles H. Perlo, a buyer in the
a second daughter, Virginia Leigh, Purchasing Department at Harvard
Sept. 18, 1978.
University, is pleased to find such an
active alumni group in the Boston area
1971
and notes that many turned out to
greet
President
Seymour
in
Interior Designer Sally S. Coith of November.
Cincinnati writes: "Barb Myers Clark
In Tempe, Arizona, Peter D. Relyea
is expecting 1st child in May. Nathan
Laffoon had a son this summer, works with the mentally handicapped
nicknamed "Flipper." 'Weenie' is still as he completes his Masters in Special
'Weenie'. Su Stiner Graham is working Education in the area of Emotionally
with Bell in communication systems. Handicapped.
Presently a Lieutenant in the U.S.
Tina Patterson Hallet had her second
child, a boy, Patrick. In addition to Navy, Barry L. Coombs is an inkeeping up with her classmates, Sally structor at the Officer Candidate
won the Walter Hagen National School in New Port, Rhode Island. He
Women's Championship held at Disney has received orders to the Surface
World, Dec. 9 & 10,1978 — scored 120 Warfare Officer Department Head
School in Newport prior to reassignfor 36 holes Best Ball Foursome!
From her "temporary retirement" ment to sea duty on a Destroyer.
Ronald and Mary Geiger, '74 Soldo
home in Colorado Springs, Karen
Larsen D'Ambrosio reports — "We reside with their almost-two-year-old
stopped dreaming and did something son Matthew Anthony, in North
about getting to Europe; quit our jobs, Wales, Pennsylvania. Ronald is with
took off for 3V2 months." Andy now is the Geiger Corporation in Harleysville.
an owner/salesman for National Mo1974
bile Homebrokers, Inc. while Karen
gets ready to appear in "Bell, Book and
Wendy Wuertenbaecher recently reCandle."
David F. Fittante is doing his ceived her MSW from St. Louis
psychology internship at the Federal University School of Social Service and
Prison in San Diego where his duties plans to work in the field of alcoholism
include diagnostics for courts and and related dependencies.
After leaving Rollins with his MBA
individual and group therapy. He plans
to receive his Ph.D. in Clinical in 1974, James A. Burness writes that
he journeyed to Washington for 4
Psychology in June, 1979.
years to work at the Securities and
Exchange Commission. He now has
MARRIAGES
Margot Trafford Dahl to Trevor moved to the "Big Apple" to work as
Special Assistant to the Senior Vice
Waller, Oct. 6, 1978.
President of the New York Stock
Exchange.
BIRTHS
Dr. Patricia Lindsey and husband
To Charlie and Micou Savage
Glazener, a second daughter, Sacia David, also a doctor, have moved to
Maryland where David will begin his
Hall, June 10, 1978.

internship at the National Naval
Medical Center and where Patricia will
continue her work in clinical
pharmacy. Most recently, she was
Staff Pharmacist at the University of
Tennessee Memorial and Research
Hospital in Knoxville.
Andrea Thompson Tarcai and husband, Hugh, completed a quarter of
Clinical Pastoral Education at Methodist Hospital in Jacksonville, Florida,
this past summer. They are presently
in their third and final year of the M.
Div. program at Colgate Rochester
Divinity School, Bexley Hall, Crozer
Theological Seminary.
John F. McDermott has announced
the formation of a management
consulting firm, Executive Rescue
Service, Inc.
The
Miami-based
company will specialize in the "Problem Employee" at mid and upper
management levels and will offer
world-wide service to governments
and multi-national organizations.
MARRIAGES
Jean Anderson to David H. Ayres,
July 29, 1978.
Dr. Patricia Lindsey to Dr. David J.
Harris, Jr., June 10, 1978.
Dorothy Eames to Philip Lorch, July
15, 1978.
BIRTHS
To John and Theresa Doetsch
Newhouse, a son, John D., Jr., August
22, 1978.
1975
And the good word from Jack
Blalock — a promotion to Director of
Sales and Training for an Automobile
brokerage company, United Auto
Buyers, Inc. in Atlanta, Georgia!
Speaking of Promotions, Linda
Bickett Collette's husband was recently promoted to supervisor with Jackin-the-Box Restaurants, so they have
transferred to Tallahassee.
Geraldine Hiller Maslanik writes
that she now is Program Coordinator
and Chairman of the Court Reporting
School of Jones College. She and
husband, Ted, have three children and
reside in Orlando.
Constance Clay Gertsch is living in
San Leandro, California, while she
finishes her Ph.D. in Molecular Biology
at the University of California at
Berkley. Laurie Strehl was the Maid of
Honor at her September wedding to
Stephen Gertsch.
Ted Northrup is the southeastern
Sales Manager for Cambridge Filter
Corporation in Syracuse, New York.
He and Mary-Pat Donaldson of Cazenovia, New York, recently announced
their engagement and plan a spring
wedding.

MARRIAGES
Constance Clay to Stephen W.
Gertsch, September 2, 1978.
Cynthia Jane Long to Peter Joseph
Cohen.
BIRTHS
To Jim and Debi Scogin Haager a
son, Derek Wayne, October 9, 1978.
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1976
David W. Hunter has been elected to
,he Board of Directors of the B'han
Council for International Visitors, an
iffiliate of the National Council for
Community Services to International
Visitors.
Randy Taylor has recently moved to
Tampa to take a new position as a
pharmaceutical sales rep for U.S.V.
Labs, a division of Revlon, Inc.
Joseph E. McCarty has been commissioned a second lieutenant in the
U.S. Air Force upon graduation from
Officer Training School at Lackland
&FB, Texas.
James B. "Bo" Doster writes that he
md his wife, Lee, will be moving back
to the Orlando area after living in
Alexandria, Virginia for the past three
years. Both Bo and Lee worked as
Assistant Tour Guides at the John F.
Kennedy Center of Performing Arts in
Washington.
Albert E. "Ed" Conway has recently
been promoted from Center Supervisor of Jacksonville multiphasic treatment center to curriculum and media
specialist in the Department of Corrections Central Office in Tallahassee.
Wife, Kay, is a social worker with the
Florida Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services in Quincy,
Florida.
Michael Szyhowski was commissioned a second leutenant in the Air
Force in October and is now undergoing training as an intelligence
officer.
Richard Spencer has spent much
time traveling and seeing the world,
especially the Orient, this past year.

Sally Kay Albrecht who has been
completing her work toward the
degree of Master of Music in Accompanying at the University of
Miami, presented a concert in December at Gusman Concert Hall in Miami.
Sally performed the jazz pantomine
Krazy Kat by John Alden Carpenter.
WEDDINGS
Mary Ann Blough to Douglas
George Stein, June, 1978.
Barbara Jean Lewis to James F.
Harrison, December 16, 1978.
BIRTHS
To Russell T. Radder, and wife,
Diane, a son Timothy Russell Radder.

1977
Debra Bogatin Katzman and her
husband, Stuart, were visiting the
campus in January. They are living in
London, England where he is a
practicing psychiatrist and Debbie is
the manager of Sturgis & Son Park
Lane, auctioneers and estate agents.
The couple married in December of
1977.
Mike Davino has received his MBA
from Rutgers University and has
accepted a position as a credit analyst
with The Amerada Hess Petroleum
Corporation, Woodbridge, N. J.
Nancy Hubsmith writes that she is
working for Xerox Corporation as a
sales representtive in Orlando. She is
presently enrolled in Rollins MSM
program.
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WEDDINGS
~~~
Susan Jackson to Allan Hay, November 4, 1978.
Melissa Littlefield to Timothy W.
Carter, August 19, 1978.
James William Yetter to Charlene
Austerberry, no date available.

1978
Michael B. Nicosia writes that he has
been transferred from Florida to
Whiteman AFB, Missouri and will
move in January. He managed to
complete his MSM on schedule dispite
the early arrival of a new son.
John M. Shubert is presently
employed with Thomson McKinnon
Securities in Cleveland, Ohio. He
expected to be a registered representative sometime in January.
Word comes that Andrew W. Eberle
and Daniel C. Wachtel are both
attending the American Graduate
School of International Management,
Thunderbird Campus in Glendale,
Arizona.
WEDDINGS:
Shirley Mae Bauch to Nick
Fedorovich, no date available.
Michael Paul O'Donnell to Beverly
Deane Jonas, November 25, 1978.
BIRTHS:
To Michael B. Nicosia and wife, a
son, Michael Vincent, November 2,
1977.
To Janet Mann Roof and husband,
Thomas, a son, Andrew Thomas,
December 15, 1977.

onfirations

officer of the
DECEASED

holding—

Donald C. Vincent - Academy 1921,
deceased October 5, 1978.
Albert Richard "Bert" Mullen '48,
deceased October 30, 1978.
Robert Alan Felson, '75, deceased
October 15, 1977
Jeannette Webman Levy, '50, deceased November 16, 1978.
Olivia Taylor Pattillo, '20, deceased,
notified December 6, 1978.
Capt. David T. Johnson, '69, deceased, notified December 11, 1978.
Mortimer
H.
(Lichtenstein)
Marshall, '39, deceased 2-1-79.
David J. McCreery, '50, deceased
December 14, 1978.
Mary Johnson Hewitt, '25, deceased,
notified December 5, 1978.
A. Smith Fletcher, Sr., '21, deceased,
April 26, 1978.
Norman W. "Norm" Smith, '51,
deceased January 4, 1979.
Gomer W. Emery, '25, deceased,
notified January 8, 1979.
Melbourne P. King, x80 deceased,
January, 1979.
David G. Beach, '49, deceased
December 3, 1978.
Susan Eastwood Pierce, '73, deceased, notified November 30, 1978.
William John (Bill) Radclyffe, '34,
deceased January 26, 1978.
Dorothy Estes Ellis, '32, deceased
January 23, 1979.
Charlotte Wettstein Patton, '27,
deceased January 22, 1979.

AREA CLUBS GREET SEYMOUR
Note:
Here is how one alum expressed
her feelings about attending the
area party in Washington, D.C.
Dear Bill:
While everything is fresh in mind
I'll pen some thoughts as I unwind.
That was a most enjoy'ble
gathering
We had, in spite of just a
smathering
Of those of us from early years.
However, we can shed our fears
Of problems due to lack of youth.
There were a high percent, forsooth
Of those, I'm sure, who will be
"withit".
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Like Deming, Bralove, Cook and
Griffit(h)
Cleveland, Lado—many more
Who made appearances before—
And I, for one, donate a daughter
To take my place (that is, she
oughter!)

ROLLINS ALUMS MEET IN DARIEN, CONNETICUT

In spite of that I'm one you'll see
For love (of Rollins) and curiousity.
(I tremble, less that Lottie Cook
May parce my verse and closely
look
At punctuation, rhyme and
spelling—
What errs she'll find there is no
telling!!!)
Mrs. Peggy Whiteley Parker '39

WASHINGTON D.C. ALUMS GATHER
Tina Howard, '78 and Bob Heinemann, '66

(L. to R.) Jay Wood '69, Fred Steiwer '75, Dr. Fred W. Hicks, Executive V.P. of Rollins and
Terri Egert Wood '75.

N.Y.C. AREA ALUMS GREET PRESIDENT SEYMOUR

(L. to R.) Harriet Cornell, Si Vario '38, George Cornell '35
WINTER, 1979

Clubs Greet Seymour
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR
ROLLINS CLUB "EVENING AT THE THEATRE"
7

April 20, 1979

P-m- — n P-m-

presents
"SIDE BY SIDE" by Sondheim
THEATRE ON PARK

$6.50 Per Person

(L. to R.) Jill and J. J. Mauutner '61, Dr. Seymour, Ellen and Dick Cole '62
Beer. Wine and Sandwiches Available
NOTE: The theatre will only hold 130 people, therefore we urge that you
get your checks and reservation form to the Alumni Office as soon as
possible.
______
PLEASE PRINT

Return to:

"Rollins Club"
Box 2736 Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida 32789
Class

Name
Address
NUMBER

(L. to R.) Norm Gross '56 and wife, Maryruth; Polly and Iliad Seymour

Phone:

# in Party

C

MOVING?
If you are moving, please give us advance notice, so that the Rollins
College Magazine can follow you to keep you posted on College
happenings.
Just drop this coupon into an envelope and mail to:
Rollins College Alumni Association
P. O. Box 2736
Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida 327S9
NAME

(FIRST)

We often forget that our Rollins friends and classmates are interested in
knowing "how things are going" with a fellow classmate. We ask that you
use this coupon for telling your friends - "How things are with you."
Name

Class

Address

(MAIDEN)

(LAST)

/
HUSBAND'S NAME OR INITIALS

CLASS NEWS

TELEPHONE

Occupation

CLASS

Telephone _
NEW STREET ADDRESS

CITY

Business

Other news
STATE

ZIP CODE

OLD CITY , STATE, ZIP

EFFECTIVE DATE OF NEW ADDRESS

/
OCCUPATION

BUSINESS TELEPHONE

NAME OF EMPLOYER

Postal regulations require us to pay 25 cents for every copy not deliverable as addressed. Please notify us in advance. We can process it
more quickly and save the College money on returned mail. Thank you.
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Fill me out and mail me to:

Class Notes

Alumni House, Box 2736
Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida 32789
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Guess Who?
This is a personality from your
past at Rollins! Someone who came
into frequent contact with the
student body. Dig into your memories can you identify this person?
The first Alum with the correct
answer and the earliest postmark
will be awarded a pair of Rollins
Coffee Mugs. Wipe the dust from
your Tomokans and send your
guess to:
Personality Picture
Alumni House
Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida 32789
P.S. Faculty and staff of Rollins
College are not eligible. One set of
mugs per family, please.

Changed Your Address?
When your copy of The Record cannot be delivered to you by the
Post Office because you have changed your address, a notice of this fact
with your new address is sent to the Alumni House. The cost of
receiving these addresses is 25 cents.
You can help us save this money by sending us your change of
address. Please fill out the Moving Form on the back page. Thank you.
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